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KITCHENAID STAND MIXER 

(RED) 

DETAILS: 5 quart (4.7 L) stainless steel bowl for up to 9 dozen cookies. With 
over 10 optional attachments. 10 optimized speeds. Tilt-head design lifts for 
easy access. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 flat beater, 1 dough hook, 1 wire whip, 1 pouring shield. 
Grey zippered storage bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $235 
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MINI WAFFLE MAKER 

(BLUE) 

DETAILS: Mini waffle maker, for easy 4" waffles. One-step set up, just plug it 
in and you're done. 4" cooking surface heats in minutes. Dual nonstick cook-
ing surfaces heat evenly, and waffles lift cleanly for perfect results. Easy 
clean up. Waffles can be cooked individually or made in a batch and frozen 
for later. Compact and lightweight (just over 1lb). 

ACCESSORIES: Recipe guide. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $6.00 
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PANINI PRESS 

DETAILS: Grill opens 180° for grilling burgers, steaks and more, and in-
cludes a floating hinge that adjusts to accommodate thicker sandwiches and 
easier grilling. Non-stick plates. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 removable drip tray, 1 user manual, in tote bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $18.00 
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WOK SET 

DETAILS: Maintenance and care — Wash with warm water after using your 
wok and spatula and always dry it thoroughly to prevent rust. Never soak into 
water and hand wash only. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 spatula, 1 bamboo brush, 1 instruction booklet, in tote 
bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $31.00 
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PASTA MACHINE 

DETAILS: Do not wash the machine and accessories in water or in the dish-
washer. To clean use a cloth and a brush. The combs under the cutting roll-
ers are removable. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 hand crank, 1 clamp, 1 lasagne attachment, 1 fettuccine 
attachment, 1 tagliolini attachment 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $36.00 
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SPIRALIZER 

DETAILS: Dishwasher safe. The spiralizer has three stainless steel blades of 
varying sizes that are color coded for quick identification; red blade/ribbon 
blade cut; orange blade/fettucine cut (1/4 inch spirals); green blade/spaghetti 
cut (1/8 inch spirals).  

WARNING: The OXO Good Grips Spiralizer blades are vary sharp. Handle 
with care when unpacking, assembling, using, cleaning and storing the Spi-
ralizer ,and its components. Do not leave the Spiralizer or any components 
within reach of children. Not for use with meats and cheese.-- from instruc-
tion guide. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 ribbon cut blade, 1 fettucine cut blade, 1 spaghetti cut 
blade. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $24.00 
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INSTANT POT 9-IN-1 

DETAILS: Six (6) quarts. 9-in-1 functionality — pressure cooker, slow cooker, 
air fryer, roaster, steamer, baker, broiler, warmer, and sauté.  

ACCESSORIES: 1 user manual and 1 recipe booklet. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $75.00 
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BOIL POT 

DETAILS: 100 Qt. Requires cooker—not provided. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 vented lid, 1 reinforced basket with handle, 1 manual. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $103.00 
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PUMPKIN PATCH PAN 

DETAILS: Hand-wash only. Use: Before each use, wash pan with hot, soapy 
water. Oven safe to 400°F. Use only wood, silicone, plastic or other nonmetal 
utensils to avoid scratching the surface. For best results, brush pan with a 
nonstick baking spray with flour. Turn pan upside down and tap to remove 
excess flour. These steps will help ensure easy release and excellent pattern 
definition. When pouring in batter, begin with a small amount, making sure 
that the liquid fills in all of pan's details. Pour in remaining batter. To prevent 
overflow, do not fill more than 3/4 full. Gently tap pan on counter several 
times to release excess air bubbles from batter. After baking, cool on a wire 
rack for 10 minutes. To unmold, tap pan firmly a few times. Invert onto a cool-
ing rack and lift pan away. Allow cake to cool completely before decorating. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $22.00 
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FALL SQUARES PAN 

DETAILS: Hand-wash only. Nine different Autumn shapes to bake and deco-
rate -- featuring pumpkins, acorns, leaves. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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BOOK CAKE PAN 

DETAILS: Care instructions—Wash before first and after each use, hand 
wash in warm, soapy water; do not put in dishwasher. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 instruction sheet. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $12.00 
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ADJUSTABLE CAKE MOLD 

DETAILS: Contains twelve (12) moveable squares and one deep cake pan to 
form molds for letters, numbers, and shapes. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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MICKEY & FRIENDS  

COOKIE CUTTER SET 

DETAILS: Mickey -- Minnie -- Donald -- Pluto -- Daisy -- Goofy. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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VARIOUS 

COOKIE CUTTER SETS 

DETAILS: Easter, Halloween, Christmas, Valentine’s Day, Shapes, Animals 
(each in separate bag) 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $2.00 
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MINI COOKIE CUTTERS 

DETAILS: Stars, Squares, Flowers, Raindrops, Triangles, Hearts, Circles 

ACCESSORIES: Metal case 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $4.00 
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SILICONE CUPCAKE PAN 

DETAILS: Tip: Use cookie sheet or baking grill underneath the muffin pans to 
support them for easy to take in or out of oven. Care instructions—Rinse in 
soapy water, then wipe off with the wet cloth and allow to air dry. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE:  
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RAVIOLI KIT 

DETAILS: Two (2) ravioli molds, one (1) small wood rolling pin, one (1) pastry 
wheel. 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic carry bin 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $26.00 
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DETAILS: Hand-wash only. 1. Before initial use and after subsequent uses, 
hand wash with warm, soapy water. 2. Before each use, brush with solid veg-
etable shortening and dust with flour or spray with unsalted vegetable short-
ening with flour in the spray. 3. Mixes and recipes may vary. Fill the pan no 
more than 3/4 full to avoid overflow. 4. Metal utensils, scouring pads and 
abrasive cleaners should not be used on nonstick surfaces. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 

FLUTED BUNDT PAN 

(6 CUP CAPACITY) 
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DETAILS: Hand-wash only. 1. Before initial use and after subsequent uses, 
hand wash with warm, soapy water. 2. Before each use, brush with solid veg-
etable shortening and dust with flour or spray with unsalted vegetable short-
ening with flour in the spray. 3. Mixes and recipes may vary. Fill the pan no 
more than 3/4 full to avoid overflow. 4. Metal utensils, scouring pads and 
abrasive cleaners should not be used on nonstick surfaces. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 

BLOSSOM BUNDT PAN 

(10 CUP CAPACITY) 
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DETAILS: Hand-wash only. 1. Before initial use and after subsequent uses, 
hand wash with warm, soapy water. 2. Before each use, brush with solid veg-
etable shortening and dust with flour or spray with unsalted vegetable short-
ening with flour in the spray. 3. Mixes and recipes may vary. Fill the pan no 
more than 3/4 full to avoid overflow. 4. Metal utensils, scouring pads and 
abrasive cleaners should not be used on nonstick surfaces. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $20.00 

NORDIC WARE SILVER  

ANNIVERSARY BUNDT PAN 

(10-15 CUP CAPACITY) 
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MUFFIN KIT 

DETAILS: Two (2) muffin pans. 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic tote bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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LOAF PAN KIT 

DETAILS: Two (2) bread loaf pans. 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic tote bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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CAKE PAN KIT 

DETAILS: Two (2) round cake pans, 1 rubber spatula. 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic tote bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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COOKIE BAKING KIT 

DETAILS: Two (2) sheet pans, 1 wood rolling pin, 9 plastic cookie cutters, 1 

rubber spatula. 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic tote bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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SHEET PAN KIT 

DETAILS: One (1) sheet pan and one (1) cooling rack. Sturdy cooling rack 

fits neatly into sheet pan to catch crumbs as baked goods cool. Or use them 

together in the oven for roasting.  

ACCESSORIES: Plastic tote bag. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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COCKTAIL KIT 

DETAILS:  

ACCESSORIES: 1 42-page Speedy Cocktails recipe book, 1 cocktail shak-
er with built-in strainer and measuring cup, and 1 bar spoon muddler in 
container. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $15.00 
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RECORD PLAYER SUITCASE 

(BLUE) 

DETAILS:  

ACCESSORIES: Includes: 1 turntable with attache case housing, 1 power 
adaptor, 1 2 phono to 3.5 mm jack AUX IN lead, 1 use guide, 1 spare stylus. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $25.00 
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ELECTRONIC KEYBOARD 

DETAILS: Casio's SA-76 portable keyboard opens up a whole world of music 
with 44 mini-size keys, 100 tones, 10 built-in songs, 50 patterns, song book. 
Includes headphone jack. 

ACCESSORIES: 6 AA batteries, 1 user manual. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $40.00 
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ELECTRONIC DRUM SET 

DETAILS: Specifications: Includes 1 SNARE, 3 TOMS, 1 CRASH, 1 RIDE, 1 
HI-HAT and 2 Foot Pedals. 5 drum tone options. 8 demo songs. 3 selectable 
rhythms. 

ACCESSORIES: 2 drumsticks, 2 pedals, 1 micro USB, 1 AUX cable, 1 in-
struction manual, 1 black equipment bag.  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $40.00 
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CD PLAYER 

DETAILS: CDs, MP3s, Bluetooth 

ACCESSORIES: Earphones, USB cable (charger block not included), Aux 
cable 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $29.00 
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UKULELE (CHILD) 

DETAILS: Blue children’s ukulele  

ACCESSORIES: Black carrying case 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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UKULELE (ADULT) 

DETAILS: Soprano ukulele with maple body, "ebonized" hardwood fretboard 
and bridge, geared guitar-style nickel-plated tuners, and nylon strings. 

ACCESSORIES: Black carrying case 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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ACOUSTIC GUITAR 

DETAILS: Fender acoustic guitar starter pack. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 strap, 3 picks, 1 tuner, 1 DVD in padded black carrying 
case. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $90.00 
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INSTAX CAMERA 

(TEAL) 

DETAILS: Analog camera with photos printed directly from camera 

ACCESSORIES: 10 sheets of film per patron 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $25.00 
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STARWATCHER TELESCOPE 

DETAILS: The 300 Power Starwatcher Telescope from Barska is a practical 
way to start a lifetime journey to the stars and planets. It is easy to set up 
and comes with the basics; a finderscope, 2 interchangeable eyepieces, 3x 
Barlow lens, 45° erect image diagonal, convenient table-top tripod, and a 
carrying case. Designed with coated glass optics for enhanced image bright-
ness and has been engineered with a smooth functioning mount. The 300 
Power Starwatcher Telescope is good way to start a budding interest in the 
celestial wonders. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 tripod, 2 eye pieces, 2 lenses, 1 carry case. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $46.00 
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ORION TELESCOPE 

DETAILS: Orion GoScope III 70mm Refractor Travel Telescope in convenient 
backpack. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 tripod, 1 scope, 2 eye pieces, 1 MoonMap, 1 instruction 
manual, 1 star chart, 1 illustrated book, 1 backpack. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $46.00 
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52-PIECE MICROSCOPE SET 

DETAILS: Early Explorer Series from IQCREW. 

ACCESSORIES: Kit contents: Microscope, tweezers, shrimp hatchery, (2) 
collecting vials, micro-slicer, (5) prepared slides, (7) blank slides, petri dish, 
(7) cover slips, graduated cylinder, stirring rod, needle, scalpel, sea salt, gum 
media, eosin dye, brine shrimp eggs, (2) AA batteries, (7) slide labels, (7) 
slide covers, replacement light bulb, 20x eyepiece, user manual, carrying 
case, (25) bonus prepared slides. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $5.00 
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TENNIS SET 

DETAILS: Kit containing 2 tennis rackets, 3 tennis balls, and 1 ball saver. 

ACCESSORIES: Two (2) rackets, three (3) tennis balls, two (2) handle grips, 
in a black carry case + one (1) tennis ball saver 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $25.00 
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CHESS SET 

DETAILS: Folding board with 34 pieces. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 instruction sheet. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $8.00 
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CHECKERS/BACKGAMMON 

RUG 

DETAILS: Two games in one.  

ACCESSORIES: 24 checkers pieces, 30 backgammon pieces, and 2 dice. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $ 
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VARIOUS PUZZLES 

DETAILS: 1000 piece puzzle from a Jacek Yerka painting. 

ACCESSORIES: Puzzle mat. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $3.00 
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VARIOUS PUZZLES 

DETAILS: A 1000 piece puzzle depicting a celestial view of the planets of the 
solar system. 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $5.00 
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GPS Navigator 

DETAILS: Easy-to-use navigator. Easy-to-read display. 5" display size. Road 
trip-ready with History Channel points of interest, National Parks, Foursquare 
[...] Preloaded street maps for the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, US 
Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, and Bahamas. 

ACCESSORIES: 1 vehicle suction cup mount, 1 vehicle power cable, 1 USB 
cable, 1 quick start manual. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $100.00 
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BROTHER SEWING MACHINE 

DETAILS: User-friendly and portable, the CS6000i offers a wide range of 
sewing and quilting features. Select from 60 built-in sewing stitches, includ-
ing decorative stitches and 7 styles of one-step buttonholes; choose from the 
9 included presser feet; and, use the detachable, oversized table for larger 
projects. Easy-to-view LCD display, automatic needle threader, easy-to-
follow threading diagrams, and adjustable sewing speed control.  

ACCESSORIES: Needle set, twin needle, spool pin, bobbins (3), cleaning 
brush, seam ripper, screwdriver, eyelet pouch, power cord, operation manu-
al, oversized table attachment, and hard protective case. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $100.00 
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ROUND LOOM SET 

DETAILS: Make hats, bags, scarves & more! 2 easy ways to knit: flat & circu-
lar. Loom sizes: 24-peg, 30-peg, 36-peg, & 40-peg 

ACCESSORIES: 1 loom hook and 1 needle. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $15.00 
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STEAM KIT: WEATHER 

DETAILS: Books, DVDs, and activities focusing on the weather and climate. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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STEAM KIT: HUMAN ANATOMY 

DETAILS: Books, DVDs and activities focusing on the human body and hu-
man anatomy. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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STEAM KIT: MAGNETS 

DETAILS: Books, DVDs, and activities focusing on magnets and magnetism. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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STEAM KIT:  

EXPLORING NATURE 

DETAILS: Books, DVDs and activities focusing on bird watching, outdoor ex-
ploration and nagivation, and ecosystems. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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STEAM KIT: SOLAR SYSTEM 

DETAILS: Books and activities focusing on the solar system. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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STEAM KIT: LOGIC 

DETAILS: Toys focusing on puzzles and logic. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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UMBRELLAS (BLUE & WHITE) 

DETAILS: Blue and white umbrella. 

ACCESSORIES: Sleeve 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $5.00 
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LASER LEVEL 

DETAILS: Multiple outlets 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic container. 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 
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INDOOR/OUTDOOR 50 FT. 

EXTENSION CORD 

DETAILS: 

ACCESSORIES: 

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE:  
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100 FT. TAPE MEASURE 

DETAILS: Manual windup case 

ACCESSORIES:  

LOST/DAMAGED ITEM FEE: $10.00 


